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Abstract. Automatic human emotion recognition from facial expressions has grabbed the atten-

tion of computer scientists for long, as it is necessary to understand the underlying emotions for 

effective communication. Over the last decade, many researchers have done a lot of work on emo-

tion recognition from facial expressions using the techniques of image processing and computer 

vision. In this paper we explore the application of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), a technique 

conventionally used in Natural text processing, used with Hidden Markov Model (HMM), for 

learning the dynamics of facial expression for different emotions, for the classification task. The 

technique proposed works with facial image sequence. Each frame of an image sequence is repre-

sented by a feature vector, which is mapped to one of the words from the dictionary generated us-

ing k-means. Latent Dirichlet Allocation then models each image sequence as a set of topics, 

where each topic is in turn probability distribution over words. LDA doesn‟t take into account the 

order of words which appear in an image sequence to find topics. However we have the infor-

mation of the order in which the words and hence the topics appear in an image sequence. We 

leverage the information about the order of topics for classification in the next step. This is done 

using a separate Hidden Markov Model for each emotion, each of which is trained to recognize 

the dynamics of facial expressions for the emotion. The emotions dealt with are six basic emo-

tions: happy, fear, sad, surprise, angry, disgust and contempt. We further compare our results with 

the technique in which sequence of words instead of topics is used by HMM for learning facial 

expression dynamics. The results have been presented on Extended Cohn-Kanade database. The 

accuracy obtained on the proposed technique is 80.77% .The use of word sequence in general per-

forms better than use of topic sequence for learning facial expression dynamics. 
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1 Introduction 

For effective communication, spoken words and their comprehension only is not sufficient, rather under-

standing of facial expressions is very important as facial expressions communicate certain messages important 

for effective communication such as emotional state which the other person involved in conversation might not 

communicate intentionally or unintentionally. Hence a lot of research is going on to automate emotion recogni-

tion from facial expressions.   

 

Most facial expression recognition methods attempt to recognize six prototypic expressions (namely joy, sur-

prise, anger, disgust, sadness and fear) proposed by Ekman [2]. Over the last decade, many research works have 

done facial expression analysis from still images. Neural networks is often used [4,5,6]. In [4,6]  it was applied 

directly on face images, while in [6,5]  it was combined with methods such as PCA , ICA or Gabor wavelet 

filters. Psychological studies show that facial image sequences often produce more accurate and robust recogni-

tion compared to static images [3]. Therefore, recent attention has been moving to model the facial expression 

dynamics through integrating temporal information. Some prominent work includes using Dynamic Texture [7] 

and Dynamic Graphical Model [8]. Yang et al. [9] used dynamic Haar-like feature, while Zhao et al. [7] extend-

ed the well-known local binary feature (LBP) to the temporal domain and applied it to facial expression recogni-

tion. Recently, LDA, a tool from the statistical text community has also been widely used to solve computer 

vision problems, e.g. object discovery [11] and scene categorization [12]. 
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In this paper, we propose a novel LDA and HMM based technique for emotion recognition from facial ex-

pressions. The technique proposed works on an image sequence. The emotions dealt with are: happy, fear, sad, 

surprise, angry, disgust and contempt. These emotions, except for contempt are referred to as basic emotions as 

proposed by Ekman [14].These emotions are universally displayed and recognized from facial expressions and 

are not culturally determined.  

 

Latent Dirichlet Allocation is a technique conventionally used with Bag of Words (BoW) model in text doc-

ument processing, and information retrieval.  In BoW model, each textual document contains some words, 

where each word is one of the words present in a dictionary already defined. The assumption in Bag of Words 

model is that order of words doesn‟t matter. For example, "a good book" and "book good a" are the same under 

this model. Thus each document can be said to contain a bag of words (because in a bag there is no order in 

which things may be present). Now after all documents have been represented by bags of words, we apply LDA.  

LDA is a generative three-level hierarchical Bayesian model, in which each item of a document is modeled as a 

finite mixture over an underlying set of topics. Each topic is, in turn, modeled as an infinite mixture over an 

underlying set of topic probabilities. The topics are hidden topics learnt in an unsupervised manner. In the con-

text of text modeling, the topic probabilities provide an explicit representation of a document. Thus after LDA 

has been performed, a document can be represented by a mixture of topics and also a topic can be associated 

with each word. This information can be used in the next step for document classification or categorization. 

 

The technique proposed here starts with the application of BoW to an image sequence. An image sequence 

can be taken as analogous to a document in Natural text processing. Now, dictionary of words need to be de-

fined. However, "word" in an image sequence is not off-the-shelf thing like the word in text documents. To 

achieve this, it includes two steps: Feature detection and Dictionary generation. In feature detection step, we 

find a feature vector for each frame of the sequence. The next step is to convert feature vectors to “codewords" 

(analogous to words in text documents), which also produces a "codebook" (analogous to a word dictionary). A 

codeword can be considered as a representative of several similar feature vectors. One simple method is per-

forming k-means clustering over all the vectors.  

 

In data mining, k-means clustering is a method of cluster analysis which aims to partition n observations into 

k clusters in which each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean. This results in a partitioning 

of the data space into Voronoi cells. K-means is an simplest unsupervised learning algorithms. The main idea is 

that the number of clusters is fixed a priori and a centroid is defined for each cluster. These centroids should be 

placed in a cunning way because different location causes different result. So, the better choice is to place them 

as much as possible far away from each other. The next step is to take each point belonging to a given data set 

and associate it to the nearest centroid. When no point is pending, the first step is completed and an early group 

age is done. At this point we need to re-calculate k new centroids as new centers of the clusters resulting from 

the previous step. After we have these k new centroids, a new binding has to be done between the same data set 

points and the nearest new centroid in a loop. As a result of this loop we may notice that the k centroids change 

their location step by step until centroids do not move any more. This produces a separation of the objects into 

groups from which the metric to be minimized can be calculated. 

 

Codewords are then defined as the centers of the learned clusters. The number of the clusters is the codebook 

size (analogy to the size of the word dictionary). It may be noted that each word is a point in a feature space, and 

hence has the same dimensions as the feature vector. However, each word can be assigned an index in the dic-

tionary. Now once the dictionary is defined, then to each feature vector we can assign a word, which is nothing 

but the index of the word, in the dictionary, which is nearest to that feature vector.  

 

After BoW model step, each image sequence document is associated with a set of words. In the next step, we 

apply Latent Dirichlet Allocation, which assigns a topic corresponding to each word in the image sequence doc-

ument. And thus a document can now be associated with a set of topics. Now though LDA doesn‟t take into 

account the order in which words appear in the document, but since we find one word for each frame, we know 

the order of words in the image sequence document. This means that we also know the order of topics in each 

document. We leverage this information for classifier training in the final stage. The feature vector for the clas-

sifier is thus a set of topics, which appear in a specific order. It may be noted that classifiers like Neural Net-

work and SVM can‟t be used as the number of frames in different sequences may vary, and hence the size of 

feature vector may vary for different sequences. Also since we know the order in which topics appear, we em-

ploy Hidden Markov Models as the classifier.  

 



A hidden Markov model (HMM) is a statistical Markov model in which the system being modeled is as-

sumed to be a Markov process with unobserved (hidden) states, which control the mixture component to be 

selected for each observation. A HMM model is specified by: 

 The set of states, S , which are hidden  

 The prior probabilities πi = P (qi= si) are the probabilities of  being the first state of a state sequence  

 The transition probabilities  P (qn+1 = sj  | qn =  si ) are the probabilities to go from state i to state j 

 The emission probabilities characterize the likelihood of a certain observation x, if the model is in state si 

 

The operation of a HMM is characterized by 

 The (hidden) state sequence Q = [q1 q2 ……. qn]  qn € S 

 The observation sequence     X = [X1 X2 …... Xn-1] 

 

 A separate HMM is learnt for each emotion category, each of which can learn facial expression dynamics for 

that emotion category only. To train a HMM for an emotion type, the sequence of topics for all the sequences in 

the training data set corresponding to that emotion category is shown to HMM to learn the dynamics of facial 

expression for that emotion. 

 

We compare our results with another technique, in which the sequence of words, instead of topics, is used to 

learn the facial expression dynamics for each emotion.  

 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2.1, we describe the overall algorithm proposed in 

this paper. In Sec. 2.2, we discuss representation of face and features chosen. In Sec.2.3, we discuss the extrac-

tion details of Words and Topics respectively. Sec. 2.4 discusses the classifier used for classification. Sec. 3 

discusses the algorithm for the compared approach. Sec. 4 is the results section. Sec. 5 discusses observations. 

Sec. 6 summarizes the paper followed by acknowledgements and references.  

2 Emotion Classification 

2.1 Algorithm 

The approach taken to solve the problem is divided into following steps: 

 

A. Representation of face and extraction of feature vectors 

B. Representation of Image Sequence as Topics 

C. Expression Recognition Using Emotion Specific HMMs 

2.2 Representation of face and extraction of feature vectors 

To extract information for classification from the face, face is first represented by a set of MPEG-4 feature 

points, and some extra points as shown in Fig.1. The points are selected around eyes, eye brows, nose and 

mouth, as facial expressions can be characterized by the motion-deformation information of these facial fea-

tures. In all 37 feature points are used. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Position of 37 facial points selected on face. The above pictures have been referenced from Extended 

Cohn-Kanade Database CK+) 



The points P9 and   P17  on inner corners of the eyes and the nasal spine point P2 2 are called referential facial 

points because contractions of the facial muscles do not affect these points. These points can get displaced only 

due to rigid head motion. Thus displacement of  a facial point can be measured relative to one of these points  to 

cancel out any displacement of that facial point due to rigid head motion. The displacement then obtained is 

purely due to facial expressions changes. 

 

Once the facial points have been selected in the first frame, these are tracked in the subsequent frames. For 

tracking any established point tracker may be used. We used Lucas Kanade tracker. 

Feature Vectors  

Since the facial expressions can be characterized by the motion-deformation information of facial features 

such as eyes, eye brows, and mouth, so we take as features the motion-deformation information of these facial 

features for our analysis. The motion-deformation information of various facial features is measured as the dis-

placement of various facial points selected on the face. The set of features extracted and the corresponding facial 

points used for feature extraction is discussed in Table 1.  

 

 

Feature Information Contained Set of feature points used for 

feature extraction 

Direction of displace-

ment measured 

1 Mouth stretch 27,28,29 and 33,34,35 Horizontal 

2 Mouth open   30,31,32 and 24,25,37 Vertical 

3 Eye brow rise/lowering 2,3,5,6,12,13,15,16 Vertical 

4 Eye brow stretch 2,3,5,6  and 12,13,15,16 Horizontal 

5 Eye open 8,18 and 10,20 Vertical 

6 

Displacement of outer corners 

of eye brows along horizontal 

direction 

1 and 14 Horizontal 

7 

Displacement of inner corners 

of eye brow along horizontal 

direction 

4 and 11 Horizontal 

8 

Displacement of outer corners 

of eye brows along vertical 

direction 

1 and 14 Vertical 

9 

Displacement of inner corners 

of eye brows along vertical 

direction 

4 and 11 Vertical 

 

Table 1: Information extracted in each feature ,the set of points used to measure corresponding feature and 

the direction in which displacement of feature points is measured.  

 

 

Now the displacement of facial points may be measured with respect to neutral face. Also depending upon 

the approach it may be measured with respect to that in previous frame. In the technique proposed, both can be 

used, and hence analysis was done on 3 different feature vectors FV1, FV2 and FV3: 

 

FV1: A 9-dimensional feature vector containing features as discussed in Table 1 , where the displacement is 

measured with respect to previous frame. Thus local temporal information is extracted. 

 

FV2:  A 9-dimensional feature vector containing features as discussed in Table 1 , where the displacement is 

measured with respect to neutral face (first frame in CK+ database). Thus local temporal information is extract-

ed. 

 

FV3: A 18-dimensional feature vector obtained as FV2 concatenated to FV1. Thus both local temporal as 

well as global temporal information is contained in this feature vector. 

 

The other set of features that can be extracted from the tracked feature points is the displacement of each fea-

ture point along x and y direction. We try these features as well for our analysis. The features are extracted in a 

74-d feature vector FV4 and the displacement is measured with respect to previous frame.  



 

Now to account for pose variation problems due to rigid head motion, the displacement of each feature point 

is calculated relative to nasal referential point (P23 in Fig. 1) for all feature vectors.  

 

Further though two image sequences may show similar facial expressions, but sometimes the feature vector 

may vary largely due to inter-person variations in facial features or scale variations. To solve this problem, we 

normalize the feature vector as discussed below: 

 

Let an image sequence I contains n frames and a p-dimensional feature vector is extracted for each frame 

starting from second frame. 

 

Now let fmaximum = maximum {absolute (f i, j)} such that 1≤ i ≤ n and 2≤ j ≤p.  

 

The normalized feature fnormalized   is then obtained as  fnormalized i , j = f / fmax for 1≤ i ≤ n-1 and 2≤ j ≤ p.  

Let a p-dimensional feature vector be represented as  

Ғ = [ f1   f2   f3 …...  fp ] 

If there are „n‟ frames in a video sequence then a video sequence can be represented as  

V = [ F1  F2  F3 ….  Fn-1] 

Each feature is assumed to have been normalized. 

2.3 Representation of Image Sequence as Topics 

Before representing the image sequence as a set of topics, it is represented as a set of words. Before we do 

that we need to define a dictionary of words. So once we have extracted the feature vector for all the image se-

quences in the training dataset, we employ k-means clustering for dictionary generation.  

 

Let the word defined by k-means clustering can be represented as  

W = [ w1  w2  w3 ….  wp] 

And a dictionary of size 100 be represented as  

 D = [ W1  W2  W3  ….  W100]  where each W  is p-dimensional word. 

Once we have defined the dictionary, each feature vector is assigned a word, such that the word assigned is 

nearest to that feature vector. The distance measure used is using Squared Euclidean Distance. 

 

Let for a feature vector Fj, the word assigned to it be WҒj 

 

Now we assume that  Wi is mapped to i
th

 index in dictionary index.  

 

So now a video can be represented as a sequence of index numbers only. Let for feature vector F j, the word 

assigned to it be WҒj. Let WҒj comes at index value IWҒj   such that 1 ≤  IWҒj ≤ 100 for all j. 

 

Then now a video can be represented as  

V = [ IWҒ1  IWҒ2  IWҒ3 ….    IWҒ n-1].  

 

So a video can be represented as a sequence of just n-1 index values each of which is an integer € [1,100]. 

 

 After each document in the training dataset has been represented as a set of words, then topics are extracted 

from them using Gibbs Sampler LDA.  

 

So if earlier an image sequence was represented as V =  [ I1  I2  I3  ….  In-1] , then it can now be represented as  

V =  [ T1  T2 T3   ….  Tn-1] 

 

So after this step, we can think of an image sequence in terms of topics. 



2.4 Expression Recognition Using Emotion Specific HMMs 

     LDA clusters co-occurring words into topics, and the topic probabilities provide an explicit representation 

of an image sequence. However for final classification of image sequence into one of the 7 emotion categories 

or neutral, we need a classifier. Here in this piece of research, HMM is used as classifier. A separate HMM is 

learnt for each emotion category, each of which can learn facial expression dynamics for that emotion category 

only. To train a HMM for an emotion type, the sequence of topics for all the sequences in the training data set 

corresponding to that emotion category is shown to HMM to learn the dynamics of facial expression for that 

emotion. 

2.5 Classification of a new image sequence 

     So given a new image sequence, first the facial points are selected in the first frame. Then facial points are 

then tracked in the subsequent frames using KL tracker. Then the feature vector is extracted for each frame of 

image sequence. Then each frame is represented as one of the words learnt during the training phase. Then for 

each word, one of the learnt topics can be extracted. Finally the sequence of topics is fed to each HMM trained, 

and the output of each HMM is compared to get the classification label. 

 

3 Algorithm for Word sequence based learning of facial expressions dynamics by 

HMM 

The recognition results obtained from the proposed technique are compared with another technique in which 

for HMM training, we use the sequence of words obtained in the previous approach instead of topics. The rest of 

the steps remain the same as for the proposed approach. Thus approach taken to solve the problem is divided 

into following steps: 

 

A. Representation of face and extraction of feature vectors 

B. Representation of Image Sequence as words  

C. Expression Recognition Using Emotion Specific HMMs 

4 Results 

      The k-means algorithm is significantly sensitive to the value of k which needs to be fixed apriori. So, to get 

optimum value of k, we ran the algorithm using different values of k. Further corresponding to a given diction-

ary size, the algorithm was tried for of different values of topic counts. The different variations tried were : 

 

Dictionary size =25    Topic count:  10 and 25.  

Dictionary size =50    Topic count:  10, 25 and 50. 

Dictionary size =100  Topic count:  25, 50, 75 and 200.  

Dictionary size =200  Topic count:  50, 100, 150 and 200. 

 

To assess how well the results of this approach will generalize to an independent data set, we used 10-fold 

cross validation on entire labeled CK+ database. 

 

The results shown in table below can be interpreted as: 

 Positive   refers to number of samples correctly classified. 

 Negative refers to number of samples wrongly classified. 

 No class refers to number of samples which were not recognized by any of the HMM classifiers learnt.  This 

happens when there are not enough variations in training data to learn all the probabilities by HMM. The 

problem of „No Class‟ can be solved by increasing the database size and including as much variations in da-

tabase as possible. 

 Accuracy Excluding No Case: It is calculated as Positive*100 / (Positive + Negative). 

 Accuracy Including No Case: It is calculated as Positive*100 / (Positive + Negative + No Class). Thus cases 

not recognized by HMM are considered as falsely recognized cases. 

 

Table 2 presents best results corresponding to each feature vector for proposed approach. 



Table 3 presents best results for 2 accuracies (one including No Class cases and other Excluding No Class 

Cases) corresponding to each feature vector. 

 

Feature 

Vector 

Word 

Count 

Topic 

Count 
Negative No Class Positive 

Accuracy 

excluding 

No Class 

cases 

Accuracy 

including 

No Class 

cases 

1 25 25 101 0 289 74.10 74.10 

2 25 25 77 1 312 80.21 80.00 

3 100 25 75 0 315 80.77 80.77 

4 100 25 84 0 306 78.46 78.46 

Table 2. Results for Proposed Approach 

 

Feature 

Vector 
Word Count Negative No Class Positive 

Accuracy 

excluding 

No Class 

cases 

Accuracy 

including No 

Class cases 

1 200 41 105 244 85.61 62.56 

1 50 72 17 301 80.70 77.18 

2 200 34 63 293 89.60 75.13 

2 50 61 18 311 83.60 79.74 

3 200 33 90 267 89.00 68.46 

3 25 68 4 318 82.38 81.54 

4 200 33 95 272 89.18 68.00 

4 50 52 15 323 86.13 82.82 

 

Table 3. Results for Compared Approach 

 

The results obtained are near the state of art results. The best accuracy for the proposed approach is 80.77 % 

using feature vector 3, word count = 100 and topic count = 25 for both type of accuracies. For the compared 

approach, if accuracy is calculated excluding cases which couldn‟t be recognized by any of the HMM, then the 

best accuracy obtained is 89.18% for feature vector 4 and dictionary size =200. If accuracy is calculated consid-

ering cases which couldn‟t be recognized by any HMM as falsely recognized cases, then the best accuracy ob-

tained is 82.82% for feature vector 4 and dictionary size=50. The results reflect using the sequence of words for 

classification gives better results in general. 

 

When sequence of words is used, then number of samples which couldn‟t be recognized by any of the HMM 

is normally high. The count increases as the size of dictionary increases, which however can be solved by using 

larger database. This problem gets solved by LDA based approach as can be inferred from results. Thus LDA 

based approach tends to get better when size of database is small.    

  

5 Discussion 

In this paper, we explore the application of Latent Dirichlet Allocation, a technique conventionally used in 

Natural text processing, used with Hidden Markov Model (HMM), for learning the dynamics of facial expres-

sion for different emotions, for the classification task.  The proposed technique represents each frame of an im-

age sequence as a word. Then considering the image sequence as a document, we find the associated topic for 

each word. The sequence information of topics is then used to get the emotion label. The results have been com-

pared with the approach, when sequence information of words is used to get the emotion label. The results re-

flect using the sequence of words for classification gives better results in general. However, LDA based ap-

proach tends to get better when size of database is small. 

 

In this model, given a typical image sequence, words are more likely to be drawn from the same topic rather 

than different ones. Thus application of LDA helps in reducing noise which may appear till each frame is repre-

sented as a word. Also the technique proposed works with an image sequence and uses spatio-temporal infor-



mation which is believed to lead to improved accuracy. Further since HMM is used in the last step, hence the 

proposed technique can be used with image sequences of varying length, which is important as the dynamics of 

facial expressions may vary from person to person and also with recording device used. The simple displace-

ment features have been used. However the beauty of the algorithm is that some other features can also be used 

in the first step.  

 

The proposed technique can also be used for other type of facial expression analysis, such as AU recognition 

only with little modification. It can also be used for classifying different temporal phases of facial expression, 

such as neutral to peak, peak to neutral etc.  

 

The application of HMM along with LDA can be used in text classification, which takes it beyond just Bag of 

Words approach and helps in reducing the noise.  
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